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B. develop interests outside of work to provide a stress-free zone
C. identify trends in service, and then develop resources to meet those trends
D. create a personal network of advisors with whom you can share problems and
concerns

Answer: A, B, D

QUESTION: 109
By asking customers to evaluate your present performance and suggest improvements,
what can you manage?

A.
B.
C.
D.

financial trends
communications
direct labor resourcing
stakeholder expectations

Answer: D

QUESTION: 110
What are three benefits of mentoring programs? (Choose three.)

A.
B.
C.
D.

They help team members improve.
They help retain personnel with optimal skills.
They allow team members potential growth opportunities.
They help team members develop strategic vision statements.

Answer: A, B, C

QUESTION: 111
What is deductive reasoning based on?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Internet research
future trends prediction
logical steps and analysis
a general consensus of opinion
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Answer: C

QUESTION: 112
When major system or application problems occur, which two tasks should the Help
Desk perform to minimize the impact on customers? (Choose two.)

A.
B.
C.
D.

escalate the problem
direct all calls to voice mail
notify the customer community
provide updates on the resolution status

Answer: C, D

QUESTION: 113
Which four factors are important when dealing with an individual's performance
problem? (Choose four.)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

timeliness
personality
consequences
specific details
performance responsibility

Answer: A, C, D, E

QUESTION: 114
Monthly performance evaluations keep analysts informed of their performance. What
are two other reasons a manager should use these evaluations? (Choose two.)

A.
B.
C.
D.

to determine the required skills
to determine the proper temperament
to establish the required Service Level Agreements
to determine the proper insourcing/outsourcing levels
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Answer: A, B

QUESTION: 115
What are two roles of expert systems in Help Desk applications? (Choose two.)

A.
B.
C.
D.

to narrow down the type of problem and suggest resolutions
to provide Help Desk analysts with answers to every customer question
to provide a direct channel to vendors' marketing departments for new systems
to provide assistance to second-level analysts for more advanced troubleshooting

Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 116
What are three steps in an employee gap analysis? (Choose three.)

A. identify employee skills
B. list the skills of each employee and compare them to each other
C. compare the job skills for the employee's current position to the skills required for
the next job level
D. compare the variance in an employee's current skills to the skills required for a
specific job for which an employee is being considered (or the employee's current
position)

Answer: A, C, D
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